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Presentation Notes
Biodiversity is being lost at an unprecedented rate as the Earth undergoes the sixth major extinction.  The primary cause of this – as we all know - is human destruction of habitats, land use change and overexploitation, or wilful persecution of certain species. Human-induced extinctions are occurring disproportionately in large-bodied species, and in particular apex predators, driving a continual global decline of large carnivore numbers despite concerted efforts to conserve them. 



African wild dogs are the most endangered large 
carnivore in Southern Africa 
 
Latest IUCN Figures:  <6,600 individuals remain 
in the wild 
(660 packs  ---- 660 breeding females)  
 
Current range: < 7% of historical range 
 
Low density, wide ranging species 
 
Home ranges can be over 300,000 ha 

African Wild Dogs 
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Presentation Notes
Low density, wide ranging species  (for example, an area the size of DC (177km2) which supports over 600,000 people could support less than 4 adult wild dogs)



Wild Dog Range 
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But even so, their current range is fragmented and today comprises less than 7% of their former range.  Worryingly, latest IUCN figures put the remaining global population at <660 packs, comprising only 1,400 mature individuals, or which only about 660 would be breeding females.For these reasons, IUCN considers the species to be endangered.  
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Presentation Notes
Wild dogs are habitat generalists – recorded in almost all habitats except deserts and lowland forest – central africa.



Baltimore:  23,800 ha 

621,342 People 

Less than FIVE Wild Dogs  

Washington DC:  17,700 ha 

601,723 People 

Less than FOUR Wild Dogs  

Over 1.2 million people – less than one 
average pack of African wild dogs 

Only 2 dogs per 10,000 ha 
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Presentation Notes
Part of the reason for the low numbers of African wild dogs is, as mentioned, because they tend to exist at low densities, even in areas of suitable habitat.  A pack’s home range can exceed over 3,000km2, although average ranges are somewhere between 400 & 800km2.On average, wild dogs exist at densities of 2 individuals per 100km2.



Often stray beyond the boundaries of protected areas 
Anthropogenic mortality 



African wild dogs require management on a 
significant  geographical scale 

 
 

© Trent Binford Walsh 
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So we cant just look at one protected area, and whilst I will focus on the Gonarezhou National Park, I’ll also bring in some examples and data from our work in the almost adjacent Save Valley Conservancy



Transfrontier Conservation 
 

 

Nearly 70% of wild dog resident range is 
known or suspected to be connected 
across international borders 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even populations in reserves as large as 3,600km2 have only a 50% probability of persistence Simple geometry dictates that a reserve of 5,000 km² contains no point more than 40 km from its borders – a distance well within the range of distances travelled by a pack of African Wild Dogs in their usual ranging behaviour. Thus, from an African Wild Dog's perspective, a reserve of this size (fairly large by most standards) would be all edge.



Transfrontier Conservation 
 

 

A reserve of 500,000 ha contains no point more 
than 40 km from its borders – a distance easily 
travelled in a day or two by African wild dogs… 
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Presentation Notes
Even populations in reserves as large as 3,600km2 have only a 50% probability of persistence Simple geometry dictates that a reserve of 5,000 km² contains no point more than 40 km from its borders – a distance well within the range of distances travelled by a pack of African Wild Dogs in their usual ranging behaviour. Thus, from an African Wild Dog's perspective, a reserve of this size (fairly large by most standards) would be all edge.



Greater Limpopo TFP 
 

 

The Greater Limpopo TFCA, supports almost one 
tenth of the global population of African wild dogs 
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Even populations in reserves as large as 3,600km2 have only a 50% probability of persistence 



Zimbabwean GLTFCA 
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The African Wildlife 
Conservation Fund 

www.africanwildlifeconservationfund.org  
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We work throughout the 16,000km2 of the Zimbabwean Part of the Greater Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation AreaFocus on African Wild Dogs and Lions but also keep an eye on and do conflict resolution for other carnivore speciesGiven I haven’t got you captive for the whole day (!), I will be focussing here on one of our key study areas – the Gonarezhou National Park - the Gonarezhou Predator Project
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So what are we doing about all this?  Well, AWCF has a small team of dedicated Zimbabwean field staff (this is just the core members) and we take a very multidisciplinary approach to conservation.
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We take a four pronged approach to conservationManagement-oriented research (in this example using camera traps to record activity at wild dogs dens)Active, hands on conservation, like de-snaring, rabies vaccinations, and anti poachingEducation and outreach – at all levels – literacy program – conservation awarenss program, support for environmental clubs, scholarships, mobile education units for communitiesPolicy dialogue / management plans etc



A multidisciplinary approach to 
conservation 

Management- 
driven 

Research 

Education 
and 

Community 
Engagement 

Hands-on 
Conservation 

Policy 
dialogue 



A multidisciplinary approach to 
conservation 
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The red but is where we try to operate.  Very much within the overlap zone between these various disciplines.So now I’m going to talk about our conservation efforts in general, bringing in specific examples of lions and wild dogs as appropriate 



Transboundary Collaboration 

Genetics Project 
Photographic Database 
Photographic identification software… 
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Elephants alive   //  LRT  //  SVC  // Zim wild vet trustConservation Research Ltd, UK, but have also started looking into a second software program being designed by a team at Princeton University, USA. 



Eastern boundary of the park acting like 
a hard boundary 
 
Seems to be a sink for large carnivores 
 
Unsustainably high level of mortality 
inside the park along that boundary 

ZIMBABWE 

MOZAMBIQUE 



Management Plan for Wild 
Dogs in the GLTFCA 

Uses the RWCP (ZSL/WCS) 
Southern African Regional 
Strategy for cheetah and 
wild dogs 
 
Status of the dogs in Zim, 
Moz & SA 
 
Threats and limiting factors 
 
Coordination for research 
and conservation 
 
Priorities for research and 
capacity building  



Genetics Project 

Collected over 250 genetic samples – 4 populations 
 
• Connectivity with Kruger National Park 
• Allelic diversity – is there genetic depletion? 
• Dispersal dynamics – are there barriers to effective natural 

dispersal? 
• Genetic distances – closeness of genetic relationships 
• Allee effect – does fitness decrease with smaller populations? 
 
 
 
 
 



Rabies Vaccination 
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We have also supplied human rabies booster vaccines to the field staff 



Education and Outreach 
In collaboration with Lowveld Rhino Trust  

and Frankfurt Zoological Society 



“In the end, we conserve only what we 
love. We will love only what we 

understand. We will understand only what 
we are taught" (Baba Dioum, Senegalese poet).    

‘Education is the most powerful weapon  
you can use to change the world’.  
Nelson Mandela 
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Presentation Notes
It is only through learning from experiences and from the knowledge so imparted, that communities change their behaviour.  Education has often been cited as one of the key ways of ending the cycle of poverty, and communities will only be open to conservation initiatives once their basic needs have been met. Given that the education standard in Zimbabwe, especially in rural schools, has declined precipitously in the last decade, with 82% of students failing their O Level school leaving exams in 2012 (BBC 2013), it is clear that we need to engage with schools from the beginning, to improve people’s learning opportunities from an early age. “Education is the key to escaping poverty and disadvantage, but literacy is the key to education… A child who can learn to read can read to learn.“�A lack of education can result in communities being trapped in poverty and consequently resorting to poaching. the conservation consequences of an illiterate population living in and around important wildlife areas are very serious 
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Communities defined by wardsGNP: All except four of the schools are primarily Shangaani speaking, and there is an average enrolment of 448 students (range 47-1055) per school. 



School Based Program 
 

• Work in 123 Primary Schools (37 different 
communities) 
• 16,000 students, 500 teachers 

 
• Multi faceted 

• Teacher training 
• Provision of conservation awareness 

materials  
• DVD showing 
• Support of environmental clubs 
• Secondary school scholarships  
• Literacy Program 
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Communities defined by wards



Community Program 
 
• Mobile education units  

 
• Capacity building for human-wildlife conflict 

mitigation 
 

• Discussion and involvement in project - 
ownership 
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Communities defined by wards



Literacy 
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Communities defined by wards



Official literacy figures in Zimbabwe:  91.3% literate 
 
The Progressive Teachers Union of Zimbabwe, stated that 
the country’s literacy rate could be below 30%.  
 
A recent SACMEQ survey in Zambia indicated levels of 
functional literacy of 30% to 40%, and much lower in many 
rural schools.  
 
‘Happy Readers’ (independent) tested literacy in over 50 
Zimbabwean schools, using internationally recognised 
standards, and adjusting for second language english 
speakers.  Estimated literacy at just below 20%. 
  
Literacy levels speak for themselves – Only 18.4% pass rate 
in O-Levels in 2012.  
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Communities defined by wards



Summary of Schools tested - all grades

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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Communities defined by wards





Literacy Evaluation 
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Communities defined by wards



Conservation Awareness 
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Conservation Awareness “In the end, we conserve only what we love. We will love only what we understand. We will understand only what we are taught" (Baba Dioum, Senegalese poet).   





DVD Program 
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To date we have shown DVDs in over 60 schools







School Field Trips 









Education Days 





Scholarships 



Evaluation 

Schools in 
SVC* 

Number of 
students 

Knowledge 
Score 

Attitude 
Score 

Understanding 
Score 

Overall 
Score 

Total  467 38% 62% 59% 49% 

% pass  -- 4% 88% 55% 58% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
750 Grade Six students  - 30 schoolsSchools in SVC*Number of studentsKnowledgeScoreAttitudeScoreUnderstanding ScoreOverall ScoreTotal 46738%62%59%49%% pass rate --4%88%55%58%





RESULTS….. 



Gonarezhou National Park 
• At least eight breeding wild dog packs in the GNP 

 
• At least 47 adults and 49 pups  

 
• Confirmed connectivity (by photographic 

matching) with Save Valley Conservancy 



Savé Valley Conservancy 
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Communities defined by wards



Scale is Important 
We need to think big to conserve African wild dogs 
 
By doing so, we conserve ecosystems and many 
other species 
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Communities defined by wards
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Thank you 

www.AfricanWildlifeConservationFund.org 

rosemary@africanwildlifeconservationfund.org 
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